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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
I would like to thank the authors for their review on the topic. • The authors

presented in this review the studies done on the Tenascin-C and its integrin-related

molecular pathways; their relation to colon cancer pathogenesis and potential

therapeutic targets. • There was a problem with the word file, all the symbols were not

apparent on the word file as (α-β- etc) • Introduction on colon cancer line 304-308

lacks references. Also introduction to the colon cancer needs further detail on the

prevalence and current problem of the current therapeutic biological therapy, to be

presented in more details. • Please change therapy resistance to>> therapeutic

resistance or resistance to therapy in line 179 • Show >>showing in line 135. •The

authors should start with colon cancer and then as subcategory CAC. • note: Figure 1

is very similar to your previously published figure , only the spaces were

removed(modified from ref 62), also in that previous paper they stated the same theory

in details.
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
Thank your for inviting me to review this article. Thank you to the authors for

submitting their perspective on the interesting work on the role of Tenascin-C in colon

cancer and colitis associated cancer. In this minireview, the authors have presented

the role of TNC, a molecule which has been well described as pro-inflammatory in

character and suggested to have an important role in the development of

colitis-associated colorectal cancer and malignant progression of colon cancer. The

article also mentions the major involvement of its cryptic functional site TNIIIA2 along

with new possible prophylactic and therapeutic strategies based on inhibition of the

TNIIIA2-induced β1-integrin activation by peptide FNIII14. Overall, I think the article

is very engaging and high quality with appropriate references for each of the points

mentioned. Compliments- the article is well structured with a good flow for the reader.

The information in the article is written in a manner that will be useful for both for

scientists who are not very familiar with the topic and also for experts in the field of CRC.

It is both educational and informative. Suggestions to improve manuscript- I have

only minor suggestions for the authors to consider- 1. Although this article mainly

deals with the role of TNC in malignancy, it has also been shown to be important in both

acute and chronic inflammation + fibrogenesis and tissue remodelling. Indeed the

authors have touched upon this. However, I suggest adding a small section separately

on chronic inflammation before the section that deals with cancer. To accommodate this,

the introduction can be shortened if necessary. The chronic inflammation leading to

carcinogenesis becomes more evident if this is done. 2. In the CAC section, the authors

mention ATN-161, a peptidic antagonist of integrin α5β1 and αvβ3. In this experimental

model, was it known through which sub-unit the anti-cancer properties were exerted? If

known please mention including if there are any pre-clinical models in progress. 3.
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Indeed the authors end with a note mentioning the potential for therapeutic targeting,

which is encouraging. If any models are known that are in progress which take us closer

to translation of these targets, it would be useful to mention here. 4. The figures add to

the flow of the article and are clearly illustrated. Thank you for the very interesting

work.
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